Technical Staff Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

The following SOPs are intended for use by the IODP technical staff to ensure consistent operating procedures are completed before, during, and after all expeditions.

- General JRTO Technical Staff SOP
- STCW safety training
- Assistant Lab Officer SOP
- ALO Ship Store SOP
- Chemistry Lab Technician SOP
- Core Description Technician SOP
- Core Lab Technician SOP
- Curatorial Representative SOP
- Imaging Specialist SOP
- Instrumentation Specialist (ET) SOP
- Logging Technician SOP
- Paleomagnetism Lab Technician SOP
- Physical Properties Lab Technician SOP
- Thin Section Lab Technician SOP
- Underway Geophysics Lab Technician SOP
- X-Ray Lab Technician SOP
- Application Developer SOP
- Publications Specialist Shipboard SOP